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Abstract: Slope deformations, i.e., all types of landslides of rock masses (flow, creep, fall
down, etc.), caused by gravitational forces, are the most widespread implementation of
geological hazards and a negative geomorphological phenomenon that threatens the secu-
rity of the population, destroy all utility values of the affected regions, negatively affects
the environment, and cause considerable economic damage. Nowadays, the Global Navi-
gation Satellite Systems (GNSS) provide accurate data for precise observations around the
world due to the growing number of satellites from multiple operators, as well as more
powerful and advanced technologies and the implementation of mathematical and physi-
cal models more accurately describing systematic errors that degrade GNSS observations
such as ionospheric, tropospheric, and relativistic effects or multipath. The correct com-
bination of measurement methods provides even more precise, i.e., better measurement
results or estimates of unknown parameters. The combination of measurement procedures
and their significant evaluations represent the essential attribute of deformation monitoring
of landslides concerning the protection of the environment and the population’s safety in
the interest areas for the sustainable development of human society. This article presents
the establishment and use of a local geodetic network in particular local space for various
needs. Depending upon the specific conditions, it is possible to use GNSS technology to
obtain accurate observations and achieve the results applicable to the deformation survey
for subsequent processing of the adjustment procedure.

Keywords: GNSS measurement, local geodetic networks, LSM adjustments, confidence
ellipsoid
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1. Introduction

The establishment of a long-term stable local geodetic network (LGN) is a condition of its
use for precise geodetic activities realized in stages, including deformation monitoring
of the given area’s stability. The instability of a territorial unit is caused mainly by
slope deformations, which are one of the most important geological factors with a direct
negative impact on the environment. The most common causes of landslides can be the
undercutting of the heel of the slope, the reduction of the soil strength in shear, increase
in humidity, or increase of the pressure in the groundwater of the soil layers with very
low permeability. Landslides are caused by the overloading of embankments, shocks, or
vibrations, but also by changes in climatic conditions, especially extreme precipitation.
Slope deformations also harm the sustainable development of human society, property
protection, and the security of the population, contributing to economic damage.
When monitoring landslides, it is necessary to comprehensively control geolog-

ical and morphological physical factors, including human activity (Pu et al., 2015).
Physically-based subsurface hydrological models are frequently integrated with slope
stability analysis methods to estimate which areas are susceptible to landslides (Zhou
et al., 2014). The minimum bases for making good landslide forecasts are (Baum and
Godt, 2010):
1. Landslide hazard maps to indicate what areas are at risk;
2. Antecedent groundwater or soil moisture levels needed for landslide occurrence;
3. Rainfall intensity and duration, which are necessary for landslide initiation;
4. Real-time meteorological data and forecasts.
Landslide warning systems provide sufficient lead time to implement actions to

protect persons or property (Capparelli and Tiranti, 2010). Yune et al. (2010) analyzed
rainfall-induced landslides and confirmed that landslides are caused by short-term rainfall
and influenced by antecedent rainfall. Therefore, it is necessary to determine rainfall
thresholds, which predict the occurrence of landslides due to antecedent rainfall (Hong
et al., 2018). The frequency of monitoring depends on the expected shift, the actual shift,
and the amount of previous and current precipitation. The entire landslide area, including
the head, main body, and foot of landslides, needs to be monitored. The monitoring
results need to provide the magnitude of the spatial changes over the monitoring period.
The higher the quality of the LGN determination, the higher the reliability of such
results. Accurate prediction of landslide occurrence and monitoring and early warning
for ground movements are essential tasks to reduce the damages and losses caused by
landslides (Chae et al., 2017).
Several deformation monitoring techniques are currently available depending on the

required accuracy, extent, and nature of the observed artificial, natural objects or areas.
These techniques are traditionally divided into geodetic and non-geodetic. The group
of geodetic measuring techniques consists of conventional methods (precise levelling,
methods based on accurate observation of angles and lengths), satellite methods (GNSS,
InSAR), terrestrial, aerial photogrammetry, and LiDAR (Ge et al., 2007; Tofani et al.,
2013; Pu et al., 2015; Bakon et al., 2017; Hong et al., 2018, Ma et al., 2020). These
methodsmust have a network of points with exact spatial coordinates to verify the location
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for possible use as a ground control point. For this reason, the establishment of accurate
geodetic networks is essential and still actual. InSAR uses a pair of radar images acquired
at different times and from different satellite positions, identifying them and evaluating
the changes that have occurred in this time interval. Before deformation monitoring, it
is necessary to draw up a project of all works in which the principles, methods, and
timing of the individual subactivities are required to obtain reliable results given for
the area concerned (Sabova and Pukanska, 2007; Wang et al., 2018). Each monitoring
network is established on a unique project, in which optimal coordinate system (zero-
order design), optimal configuration (first-order design), and optimal observation weights
and their type (second-order design) are determined. The project guarantees that the built
network of reference points allows determining the 1D, 2D, or 3D displacements on
observed points at the prescribed significance level. If the projected accuracy of the
network points is not achieved, an analysis is needed to re-evaluate and put in additional
observations (possibly also points) and increase their weight (third-order design). When
designing a project, it is necessary to use project management tools to make partial
steps more efficient (Drabikova, 2016). The establishment of LGNs is currently relatively
well known in the research area (Weiss et al., 2009) and used in practice. The use of the
specified procedure of establishing a quality LGN has several advantages compared to the
methodsmentioned above, for example, accuracy, speed, and repeatability of determining
the unknown parameters, and the economic and time availability of measurements and
processing of results.
The monitoring aims to identify the deformation vector of observed (object) points,

which represents: the movement (displacements, subsidences, and uplift of individual
points) of the monitored landslide (Kukucka, 2013), undermined territory (Grecea et
al., 2012; Jing et al., 2018), construction or industrial building (Manap and Voulvoulis,
2016), filling up the tailing ponds (Sun et al., 2018) or water dams (Popa and Palamariu,
2012; Gasinec et al., 2019; Ma et al., 2020). In monitoring the stability of water dams,
GIS tools can use to assess the economic impacts of potential hydrological extremes
(Gergelova et al., 2012; Zelenakova et al., 2015; Zelenakova et al., 2018). In the event of
a crisis, eight factors that need to emphasize when dealing with the crisis have identified
(Tej et al., 2015). By strain analysis of the deformation vector, more detailed conclusions
about the deformation, i.e. dilatation (expansion, compression), rotation, shear, or tensile
deformation of a territorial unit, as well as the prediction of their future movements, can
be made (Kolcun and Sutti, 2000; Tzenkov and Gospodinov, 2003). It can apply to dams
and levees, reinforced walls and slopes, excavations, and open-pit mines (Sun et al., 2018;
Labant et al., 2020), roads, bridges and embankments, groundwater, ground freezing, and
climate change (Chan et al., 2018), earthquake deformation. The results of strain analysis
can provide decisive conclusions. Early signaling can inform of impending dangers that
may have an impact on economic harm, human safety, the stability of sustainable social
development, and environmental protection (Qian et al., 2012).
The advantages of using GNSS technology are mainly real-time positioning, high

reliability of measurements, independence from the seasons, time of observation, or
direct visibility between points (Hefty and Husar, 2007). The most important factors
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affecting the accuracy of determination of the position: the duration of the measurement
interval; the length of the measured baseline; the method of processing; the number
of visible satellites; their geometric configuration concerning the measured points; the
models used; the ambiguity solution; the type of the receiver and the antenna; the type of
satellite ephemeris; as well as the degree of elimination of systematic errors (ionospheric
and tropospheric refraction, incomplete knowledge of the satellites – ephemeris; atomic
clock error on satellites; antenna phase variations; multipath (Schonemann et al., 2011;
Jadviscok et al., 2016)).
It is necessary to assess the influence of the input parameters in the network process-

ing and then to investigate the changes in the position of the observed points (Weiss et al.,
2010; Weiss et al., 2018), whether the differences are only a result of the accumulation of
measurement errors, or a change of position indicating the deformation of the network.
The observed points mounted on the object (in the area) have to be observed from ref-
erence points mounted in regions without the effects of deformation (Weiss and Jakub,
2007). Each country has built geodetic point fields with varying structures, densities, and
functions, which were created by applying classical astronomical, geophysical, and con-
ventional measurement methods, using the current satellite systems. GNSS technology
for geodetic applications allows each country to build homogenous geodetic structures
(planar, vertical, and spatial systems) compatible with analogous systems in neighboring
countries.
Themajority of countries worldwide have built geodetic bases using either “classical”

conventional methods in the past. E.g., in Slovak Republic (SR), the two-dimensional
projected coordinate system is the “Datum of Uniform Trigonometric Cadastral Net-
work” (D-UTCN – Krovak’s projection with 𝑥 southing and 𝑦 westing values), the
vertical system is “Baltic Vertical Datum – After Adjustment” (BVD-AA) (STN EN ISO
19111). Krovak’s projection is a double conformal cartographic projection of Bessel’s
ellipsoid (1841) first on a reduced sphere and from the sphere to the oblique tangent
cone. The 𝑥-axis forms the fundamental meridian of 42◦ 30 east of the Ferro meridian.
The beginning of the rectangular planar coordinate system is at the apex of the cone.
The 𝑥-coordinates increase to the south and the 𝑦-coordinates to the west. Or, due to the
international interconnectedness of scientific, research, and technical matters, the Euro-
pean regional coordinate system, known as the European Terrestrial Reference System
(ETRS 89), is being actively built and maintained (Hoffmann-Wellenhof et al., 2008;
Kadaj, 2016). In such circumstances, in the SR, with the standard feasibility of both
coordinate systems, D-UTCN and ETRS 89, for determination of the spatial position of
points, mainly locally, there is also the possibility to establish a local geodetic point field
with the necessary structure depending upon its function. The submitted report details
the establishment and use of an LGN, particularly local space (LS), for various building
needs concerning sustainable development, population safety, environmental protection,
and ecological stability. Depending upon specific conditions, it is possible (within the
creation of geodetic documentation for a particular building, field, and other purposes)
to use GNSS technology and solutions or in combination with conventional geodetic
measurements, depending upon the situation or usefulness.
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In LS, it could be supposed that there are already several points documented in
the state database, with coordinates from the D-UTCN, BVD-AA systems and ETRS
89 (points located outside the LS borders). Other “new” actual points will relocate
if necessary, i.e. from the viewpoint of the project managers and contractors of local
building work. Existing LS points (in D-UTCN, BVD-AA and ETRS systems) naturally
contain necessary and useful data for identification in the state database:
1. for points in ETRS89; the epoch (e.g., 2017.0):
– ellipsoidal (geodetic) coordinates 𝜑, _, ℎ in a geographic coordinate reference
system with their a priori standard deviation 𝜎𝜑 , 𝜎_, 𝜎ℎ;

– Cartesian coordinates in a geocentric coordinate reference system 𝑋,𝑌, 𝑍 with
their a priori standard deviation 𝜎𝑋 , 𝜎𝑌 , 𝜎𝑍 ;

2. for points in D-UTCN and BVD-AA:
– Cartesian coordinates 𝑥, 𝑦 in a geodetic datumD-UTCN (of the Krovak’s projec-
tion with 𝑥 southing and 𝑦 westing values) with their a priori standard deviation
𝜎𝑥 , 𝜎𝑦;

– gravity-related (Molodensky’s normal) height 𝐻 with a priori standard devia-
tions 𝜎𝐻 , which are feasible when implementing the given tasks.

The given report will include methods of measurement and evaluation for partial and
final results from the viewpoint of required quality and reliability of the point field with
the application of both coordinate systems for determination of ETRS point coordinates
in the LS.

2. Establishment of a point field in the local space of the area

Taking into account the density of the point field in SR, it is also possible to assume
that in the LS of interest, for implementation of project works (building and related
works), there will already be several points of the state geodetic point field, e.g. points
𝐴𝑖 , (𝑖 = 1, 2, 3) (Fig. 1) with the necessary properties and appropriate data. To create

Fig. 1. Geodetic point field in local space, where 𝐴1, 𝐴2, 𝐴3 are existing points,
and 𝐵1, 𝐵2, 𝐵3, 𝐵4, 𝐵5 are established points of LGN
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the required suitable point structure in LS for the planned building works (i.e. ground,
building, leveling, etc.), it is always necessary to establish additional geodetic points. For
example, in the given case, points 𝐵 𝑗 , ( 𝑗 = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) (Fig. 1) located following the
requirements of the project manager and field conditions so that the building of all LS
objects could be correctly geodetically treated.
Mainly from the aspect of speed and quality when determining the coordinate loca-

tions of points 𝐵 𝑗 , survey, and determination of the coordinates of these points together
with data on their quality, GNSS technology is generally currently preferred due to its
various significant advantages compared to conventional measurement technologies.
Together with their coordinates and other parameters, the “reference” points 𝐴𝑖 lo-

cated in LS are documented in official databases: “Survey control point data” in Geodesy,
Cartography andCadastreAuthority of SlovakRepublic (GCCASR)Bratislava forGNSS
and conventional measurement with their pertinent or necessary utility.
Currently established “new” points 𝐵 𝑗 in LS should be precisely determined in

the ETRS system, mainly taking into account their coordinates, i.e., with acceptable
accuracy concerning the reliability and accuracy of the points 𝐴𝑖 . This requirement is
usually evaluated within the quality analysis of currently established points 𝐵 𝑗 , mainly
based on their standard coordinate deviations 𝐵 𝑗 (𝑠𝑋 , 𝑠𝑌 , 𝑠𝑍 ).

3. Results GNSS measurement of new points Bj on local space

3.1. Survey of vector structure of LGN with points Ai and Bj

The vector 𝑑𝐴𝑖𝐵 𝑗 = (Δ𝑋, Δ𝑌, Δ𝑍)𝑇
𝐴𝑖𝐵 𝑗

and its variance-covariance matrix:

𝚺(𝑘)
AiBj = 𝑀2

(𝑘)
0 Q(𝑘)

AiBj = 𝑀2
(𝑘)
0

©«
𝑞Δ𝑋 𝑞Δ𝑋Δ𝑌 𝑞Δ𝑋Δ𝑍

𝑞Δ𝑌Δ𝑋 𝑞Δ𝑌 𝑞Δ𝑌Δ𝑍

𝑞Δ𝑍Δ𝑋 𝑞Δ𝑍Δ𝑌 𝑞Δ𝑍

ª®®¬
(𝑘)

, (1)

are the results of post-processing of simultaneous observations at the endpoints of baseline
𝐴𝑖 , 𝐵 𝑗 (Fig. 2) in the appropriate software within the process generally denoted as GNSS
Relative Static Positioning. The cofactor matrix Q(𝑘)

AiBj of 𝑘-th observed vector, as well
as the standard deviation 𝑀 (𝑘)

0 , are determined from the equations of double-differences
observations, which represent the linear functions of the observed carrier phases (Leick,
2004; Hefty and Husar, 2007).
Observations of LGN points were performed by dual-frequency GNSS receivers

from Leica, so post-processing of raw data was performed in Leica Geo Office software.
Precise ephemeris, 15◦ elevation mask, satellites with longer and uninterrupted signal
reception, duration of observations met the condition 20 min + 2 min/km, PDOP value
< 2, etc. were used for processing. Only vectors with the fixed solutions of the ambiguities
were used in the LSM processing. The vector post-processing reports are converted into
the corresponding vectors and matrices for LS network adjustment.
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Fig. 2. Vector 𝑑𝐴𝑖𝐵 𝑗 (spatial distance) with its components Δ𝑋 , Δ𝑌 , Δ𝑍 in the geocentric
Cartesian coordinate system (𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑍)

3.2. Adjustment of the LGN with established points Bj

Based on the redundant GNSS observations at the new stabilized points 𝐵 𝑗 in LS,
i.e. 3D vectors between points 𝐴𝑖 and 𝐵 𝑗 (as well as between individual points 𝐵 𝑗), the
ETRS coordinates and their stochastic characteristics are determined using an appropriate
adjustment method.
Depending upon the given situation or the requirements of various adjustment meth-

ods, it is suitable to apply those estimation methods (models), which will provide data
on the primary or additional properties of the determined point field from the viewpoint
of their quality.
Therefore, to obtain reliable characteristics of various outputs from adjustment meth-

ods, it is suitable to use solutions with appropriate verified models, for example:
– Gauss–Markov model (GMM) of full-rank with the minimum (necessary) or with
a general number of 𝐴𝑖-points coordinates used for the datum network fixation in
the 𝐴𝑖-points coordinate system;

– GMM not of full rank with minimum or general number of conditional equations
relating to the estimates of the adjusted coordinates;

– Gauss–Helmert model with other suitable solutions.
Different modified approaches are massively applied for solving and determining

point coordinates for various standards and exceptional situations of point fields. These
are mainly solutions based on robust estimation together with the use of their suitable
modifications (Caspary, 2000; Jager et al., 2005; Gasincova and Gasinec, 2010; Labant
et al., 2011; Banas and Ligas, 2014).
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In the given point structure of LGN (Fig. 1), the LSM estimates 𝐵 𝑗 (𝑋 , 𝑌 , 𝑍) of the
ETRS system, as well as their covariance 𝚺Ĉj and cofactor QĈj characteristics, will be
obtained by determining the coordinates of points 𝐵 𝑗 , ( 𝑗 = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5).
In addition to the standard Least Squares Method (based on the 𝐿2 – Euclidean norm

of the residuals vector), several adjustmentmethods have been developed and successfully
applied that are robust to potential gross errors and outliers in the observation sets.
The most common robust methods used in surveying and geodetic practice are based

on linear programming techniques applied to the 𝐿1 (Manhattan) or 𝐿∞ (Chebyshev)
of 𝐿 𝑝 norm of residuals. Attention should also be paid to Iteratively Reweighted Least
Squares (IRLS) methods, based on finding estimates of the Maximum Likelihood Es-
timates of a generalized linear model (M-estimators), which are widely used for their
simplicity. Let us mention at least some better-known of these: Huber (1964), Hampel
(1980), Hekimoglu (2005), Gasinec andGasincova (2016), theDanishmethod introduced
by Krarup and Kubik (1983).
For estimates of point coordinates 𝐵 𝑗 and their standard deviations obtained, for

example, from a conventional adjustment method: GMM of the full rank, standard com-
ponents will be used for the required input and output values of the measured vari-
ables:

A – LGN configuration matrix;

𝚺L (𝑘,𝑘) = diag
(
𝚺(1)

L 𝚺(2)
L · · · 𝚺(𝑘)

L

)
– 𝑘 × 𝑘 variance-covariance matrix

of observed vectors in which diagonal 3×3 submatrices 𝚺(1)
L ,

𝚺(2)
L , · · · 𝚺

(𝑘)
L are related to equation (1);

QL – cofactors matrix of observed vectors;
N = A𝑇 Q−1

L A – matrix of normal equation coefficients;
L – vector of observed vector components Δ𝑋 , Δ𝑌 , Δ𝑍 of the

baseline between all points;
L◦ – vector of approximate values of L;
dL = L − L◦ – vector of reduced values of L;
Ĉ – vector of estimate of coordinates points 𝐵 𝑗 ;
C◦ – vector of approximate values of coordinates points 𝐵 𝑗 ;
dĈ = Ĉ − C◦ – vector of adjusted coordinate complements to values C◦;
V = AdĈ − dL – vector of residuals (correction of observed values of L);
𝜎20 – a priori variance factor. There are several strategies for de-

termining the a priori standard deviation of unit weight 𝜎0
of GNSS baselines. In common cases, it can be determined
according to the relationship 𝜎0 = 𝑎 + 𝑏 𝐷 ppm for the GNSS
baseline standard deviation. Worldwide accepted values for
static relative positioning are 𝑎 = 5, 𝑏 = 1, 𝐷 denotes length
of unit baseline.

(2)
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For the expression and properties of coordinate estimates ĈBj, the stated components
create the following equations:

ĈBj = C◦ + dĈ
= C◦ + (A𝑇 Q−1

L A)−1A𝑇 Q(L − L◦)
= C◦ + N−1A𝑇 Q−1

L dL,

(3)

For the cofactor matrix:

QĈ = N−1 = (A𝑇 Q−1
L A)−1, (4)

and for the covariance matrix of coordinate estimates:

𝚺Ĉ = 𝑠20QĈ = 𝑠20 (A
𝑇 Q−1

L A)−1, (5)

where:

𝑠20 =
V𝑇 Q−1

L V
(𝑛 − 𝑘) (6)

is an a posteriori variance factor
𝑛 – number of measured variables i.e. the number of observed vectors times 3;
𝑘 – number of determining variables i.e. the number of determined points 𝐵 𝑗 times 3;
𝑛 − 𝑘 – network redundancy.
The cofactormatrixQĈj and covariancematrix𝚺Ĉj in the assessment ofmeasurement

quality and the processing of LGN, i.e. in the determination of point coordinates 𝐵 𝑗 ( 𝑗 =
1, 2, 3, 4, 5), have the following solution in the given structure:
– the cofactor matrix of coordinate estimates:

QĈj
(15,15)

=

©«

QĈ1 QĈ12 · · · · · · QĈ15
QĈ21 QĈ2
... QĈ3
... QĈ4

QĈ51 QĈ5

ª®®®®®®®¬
=

©«

𝑞
𝑋1 𝑞

𝑋1𝑌 1 𝑞
𝑋1𝑍1 𝑞

𝑋1𝑋2 𝑞
𝑋1𝑌 2 𝑞

𝑋1𝑍2 ...

𝑞
𝑌 1𝑋1 𝑞

𝑌 1 𝑞
𝑌 1𝑍1 𝑞

𝑌 1𝑋2 𝑞
𝑌 1𝑌 2 𝑞

𝑌 1𝑍2
𝑞
𝑍1𝑋1 𝑞

𝑍1𝑌 1 𝑞
𝑍1 𝑞

𝑍1𝑋2 𝑞
𝑍1𝑌 2 𝑞

𝑍1𝑍2

𝑞
𝑋2𝑋1 𝑞

𝑋2𝑌 1 𝑞
𝑋2𝑍1 𝑞

𝑋2 𝑞
𝑋2𝑌 2 𝑞

𝑋2𝑍2
𝑞
𝑌 2𝑋1 𝑞

𝑌 2𝑌 1 𝑞
𝑌 2𝑍1 𝑞

𝑌 2𝑋2 𝑞
𝑌 2 𝑞

𝑌 2𝑍2
𝑞
𝑍2𝑋1 𝑞

𝑍2𝑌 1 𝑞
𝑍2𝑍1 𝑞

𝑍2𝑋2 𝑞
𝑌 2𝑍2 𝑞

𝑍2

QĈ3

QĈ4

QĈ5

ª®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®¬

, (7)
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– the covariance matrix of coordinate estimates 𝚺Ĉj
= 𝑠20QĈj

:

𝚺Ĉj
(15,15)

=

©«

𝚺Ĉ1 𝚺Ĉ12 · · · · · · 𝚺Ĉ15
𝚺Ĉ21 𝚺Ĉ2
... 𝚺Ĉ3

...

... 𝚺Ĉ4
𝚺Ĉ51 · · · 𝚺Ĉ5

ª®®®®®®®®¬
=

©«

𝑠2
𝑋1

𝑠
𝑋1𝑌 1 𝑠

𝑋1𝑍1 𝑠
𝑋1𝑋2 𝑠

𝑋1𝑌 2 𝑠
𝑋1𝑍2 ...

𝑠
𝑌 1𝑋1 𝑠2

𝑌 1
𝑠
𝑌 1𝑍1 𝑠

𝑌 1𝑋2 𝑠
𝑌 1𝑌 2 𝑠

𝑌 1𝑍2

𝑠
𝑍1𝑋1 𝑠

𝑍1𝑌 1 𝑠2
𝑍1

𝑠
𝑍1𝑋2 𝑠

𝑍1𝑌 2 𝑠
𝑍1𝑍2

𝑠2
𝑋2

𝑠
𝑋2𝑌 2 𝑠

𝑋2𝑍2
... 𝑠

𝑌 2𝑋2 𝑠2
𝑌 2

𝑠
𝑌 2𝑍2

𝑠
𝑍2𝑋2 𝑠

𝑍2𝑌 2 𝑠2
𝑍2

𝚺Ĉ3

𝚺Ĉ4

𝚺Ĉ5

ª®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®¬

. (8)

3.3. Quality of new determining points in LGN

For the points established andmeasured in the ETRS system 𝐵 𝑗 ( 𝑗 = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) for LGN,
it is necessary to assess their real geometric and functional qualities. Those qualities are
mainly characterized by the dimensions and shape of the appropriate closed ellipsoidal
point confidence region (CR), which includes points 𝐵 𝑗 .
For each determined point (Fig. 3) 𝐵 𝑗 (𝑋,𝑌, 𝑍)𝐸 – “Remote”, concerning the point

𝐴𝑖 (𝑋,𝑌, 𝑍)𝐸,𝑈 – “Base” inLGN, the position, shape, and size of theCRof the determined
point 𝐵 𝑗 are created based on the taken measurements.
In the illustrated situation for the determination of points 𝐵 𝑗 (𝑋,𝑌, 𝑍)𝐸 to points

𝐴𝑖 (𝑋,𝑌, 𝑍)𝐸,𝑈 , their CETRS determined by GNSS observations in LGN:
– 𝐴𝑖 (𝑋,𝑌, 𝑍)𝐸,𝑈 – real points with known coordinates in systems: CETRS

Ai and
(CUTCN

Ai , HBVD
Ai );

– 𝐵 𝑗 (𝑋,𝑌, 𝑍)𝐸 – new, established point in LGN;
– 𝐵 𝑗 (𝑋,𝑌, 𝑍)𝐸 – the actual 3D coordinate position of the mark 𝐵 𝑗 when taking
into account errors Y𝑋 , Y𝑌 , Y𝑍 in coordinates, i.e. concerning the physical place of
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Fig. 3. Determination of points 𝐵 𝑗 (𝑋 , 𝑌 , 𝑍)𝐸 from points 𝐴𝑖 (𝑋 , 𝑌 , 𝑍)

the point 𝐵 𝑗 (𝑋,𝑌, 𝑍)𝐸 around which the appropriate 3D CR is created with the
selected confidence 𝛼;

– 𝑑
𝐴𝑖𝐵 𝑗 (𝑋𝑌 𝑍 ) – length of the vector from a point 𝐴𝑖 to 𝐵 𝑗 which creates the real
position of a point 𝐵 𝑗 (𝑋,𝑌, 𝑍)𝐸 , determined from measurements;

– Y𝑋𝑌 𝑍 – fictitious virtual point 𝐵 𝑗 (𝑋,𝑌, 𝑍)𝐸 deflected from the position of the
point 𝐵 𝑗 (𝑋,𝑌, 𝑍)𝐸 by errors Y𝑋 , Y𝑌 , Y𝑍 .

For the position of points 𝐵 𝑗 (𝑋,𝑌, 𝑍)𝐸 , various CRs with localization points
𝐵 𝑗 (𝑋,𝑌, 𝑍)𝐸 can generate from measurements in the LGN field, which are the ac-
tual positions 𝐵 𝑗 with a probability of 1 − 𝛼 (selected value). Standard deviations ±(𝑠

𝑋
,

𝑠
𝑌
, 𝑠

𝑍
) of point coordinates 𝐵 𝑗 (𝑋,𝑌, 𝑍) geometrically determine the 3D closed areas

around the determined points 𝐵 𝑗 . These closed areas can be rectangle blocks with dimen-
sions 2𝑠

𝑋
× 2𝑠

𝑌
× 2𝑠

𝑍
around the corresponding point 𝐶 𝑗 (𝑋,𝑌, 𝑍), respectively with

dimensions 2𝑠
𝑋

√︁
𝐹1,𝑛−𝑘,𝛼 × 2𝑠

𝑌

√︁
𝐹1,𝑛−𝑘,𝛼 × 2𝑠

𝑍

√︁
𝐹1,𝑛−𝑘,𝛼, if we consider the (1 − 𝛼)

probability confidence interval. It creates CRs from a functional perspective, i.e., geo-
metric areas of various ellipsoidal and other geometric structures for points 𝐵 𝑗 (𝑋,𝑌, 𝑍)
with reliability at a chosen level of significance. The smaller 3D ellipsoidal CRs will
assign to points 𝐵 𝑗 , the more precise (reliable) the coordinates 𝐶 𝑗 (𝑋 , 𝑌 , 𝑍) of the newly
established points 𝐵 𝑗 will be.
Based on the obtained coordinate estimates and their standard deviations (𝑋 ± 𝑠

𝑋
,

𝑌 ± 𝑠
𝑌
, 𝑍 ± 𝑠

𝑍
) 𝑗 , it is possible and suitable to create various CRs from the probabilistic

positions (Leick, 2004; Jager et al., 2005; Sokol et al., 2014; Xu, 2007; Hoffmann-
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Wellenhof et al., 2008). Various analyses of measurements and evaluation of their results
are obtained from the multiple possibilities for assessing the quality of points 𝐵 𝑗 de-
termined by GNSS technology. The complex expression describing the accuracy of an
estimated point 𝐶 𝑗 (𝑋 , 𝑌 , 𝑍) in 3D space from its 3 × 3 covariance matrix 𝚺Ĉj = 𝑠20QĈj
(Eq. (7)) is represented graphically by its confidence (error) ellipsoid, generally known
by its equation (Caspary, 2000; Leick, 2004)

(C − Ĉj)𝑇 Q−1
Ĉj
(C − Ĉj) = 3𝑠20𝐹1−𝛼,3,𝑛−𝑘 , (9)

which in the orthogonal coordinate system of eigenvectors 𝑧𝑒1, 𝑧𝑒2, 𝑧𝑒3, belonging to
the decreasing magnitudes of the eigenvalues _1 > _2 > _3 takes the form:

𝑧2
𝑒1
𝑎2

+
𝑧2
𝑒2
𝑏2

+
𝑧2
𝑒3
𝑐2

= 1, (10)

with lengths of principal axes:

𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐 = 𝑠0
√︁
3_𝑖𝐹1−𝛼,3,𝑛−𝑘 , 𝑖 = 1, 2, 3, (11)

where _1, _2, _3 are the eigenvalues of the matrix QĈj. The directions of the principal
axes are given by the eigenvectors belonging to the columns of the matrix X:

𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔(_𝑖) = X−1QĈjX. (12)

After measuring new points 𝐵 𝑗 ( 𝑗 = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) and taking into account their official
data (GCCA of SR, Survey control point data, National spatial network, i.e. 3D accuracy
of existing reference points 𝐴𝑖 (𝑖 = 1, 2, 3)), the quality of the point network in LS will
be characterized by, for example, the size and formation of ellipsoidal CRs.
Deformation networks are established for specific purposes according to a carefully

designed project, in which it is defined, among other things: coordinate system (local
or national), reduction of measurements to processable space (i.e., to the appropriate
coordinate system), accuracy requirements, observation methodology and measurement
processing etc. For these purposes, the mean coordinate error (root mean square error) in
the project was set at 2.5 mm. For various reasons (measurement with limited visibility to
the sky, or with a reduced number of satellites, etc.), there may be a situation where some
points do not meet this condition and cannot be used for these purposes. It is necessary to
increase the accuracy of the determination of these points by repeating themeasurement of
non-compliant points under changed satellite constellation so that they meet the precision
condition of the usability of LGN points for deformation purposes. Consequently, such
points can also be used for the transformation process: CETRS → CUTCN and HBVD.
In the structure created by the LGN, its point field will consist of:
– existing reference points 𝐴𝑖 with their known CRs from the documentation of
GCCA SR: “Survey control point data, National spatial network”;
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– new points 𝐵 𝑗 ( 𝑗 = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) determined by GNSS technology which, also
with a posteriori standard coordinate deviations as well as confidence parame-
ters, characterize the positions of points 𝐵 𝑗 and their a posteriori conditions and
properties.

Apart from the visual assessment of the ellipsoidal regions of points 𝐵 𝑗 , it is also
necessary to determine their CRs using appropriatemathematical methods. By depending
upon the results, we use only those points 𝐵 𝑗 in LS that are suitable in terms of their
quality.

4. Transformation of coordinates – ĈETRS of points Bj
to coordinates CUTCN(tr) and HBVD(tr)

The ETRS coordinates ĈBj =
(
𝑋 ± 𝑠

𝑋
, 𝑌 ± 𝑠

𝑌
, 𝑍 ± 𝑠

𝑍

)
𝑗
, of the newly established points

𝐵 𝑗 ( 𝑗 = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) calculated from the result of the GNSS measurements in LGN. All
points 𝐴𝑖 , or only some, reliable points from this group, will be used for this transfor-
mation. The selected points 𝐴𝑖 for the transformation 𝐵 𝑗 (𝐸𝑇𝑅𝑆) → 𝐵 𝑗 (𝑈𝑇𝐶𝑁, 𝐵𝑉𝐷)
should also create a suitable configuration with determined points 𝐵 𝑗 that enter into the
transformation 𝐵 𝑗 (𝐸𝑇𝑅𝑆) → 𝐵 𝑗 (𝑈𝑇𝐶𝑁, 𝐵𝑉𝐷) with their coordinates.
From various proper transformation methods verified for local situations and condi-

tions (Hefty and Frohmann, 1998; Melicher and Flassik, 1998; Fukushima, 1999; Leick,
2004; Hoffmann-Wellenhof et al., 2008; Thaller et al., 2011), any transformation process
with a determination of the valuesCUTCN(tr)

Bj ,HBVD(tr)
Bj and their covariance characteristics

will apply for the transformation ĈETRS
Bj → (CUTCN

Bj ,HBVD
Bj ). With such applicability, the

transformation models of Kravinsky–Thompson, Veis, Molodensky–Badekas, Bursa–
Wolf, Vancik, also adaptable for nonstandard, more complicated local conditions, are
known.
Based on empirically verified application methods regarding the transformation of

coordinates ĈETRS
Bj → (CUTCN(tr)

Bj ,HBVD(tr)
Bj ) in small, local areas, the transformation

models of Molodensky–Badekas as well as Bursa–Wolf are mainly used, with suitable,
additional modifications (Niemeier, 2002; Leick, 2004; Jager et al., 2005; Hoffmann-
Wellenhof et al., 2008).
Every model of transformation of coordinates from ETRS to D-UTCN and BVD-AA

in its full range also includes all “partial” transformations, the output of which creates
the necessary data for their use in the basic transformation process. In this model, the
ETRS coordinates of the point 𝐵 𝑗 will change to the coordinates of positions and heights
in the D-UTCN and BVD-AA systems.
To use LGN points for deformation purposes in the D-UTCN coordinate system, it

is necessary to transform not only the 3D coordinates of the ETRS89 coordinate system
into a 2D projection coordinate system D-UTCN, but also their accuracy characteristics.
The calculation can be formally divided into two steps:
1. Transformation of Cartesian coordinates from ellipsoid GRS80 to ellipsoid Bessel
1841 is by means of 7-parameter Helmert transformation, called three-dimensional
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conformal transformation – Bursa Wolf’s model (Droscak, 2018) in matrix form:

CBessel = T + (1 + 𝑚)R CETRS, (13)

or

©«
𝑋

𝑌

𝑍

ª®¬
Bessel

=
©«
𝑇𝑋
𝑇𝑌
𝑇𝑍

ª®¬ + (1 + 𝑚) ©«
1 𝑟𝑍 −𝑟𝑌

−𝑟𝑍 1 𝑟𝑋
𝑟𝑌 −𝑟𝑋 1

ª®¬ ©«
𝑋

𝑌

𝑍

ª®¬
ETRS

, (14)

where T is the translation vector in the direction of the individual axes, R is the
rotation matrix and 𝑚 is the scaling parameter. Due to the compatibility of geodetic
works, all 7 parameters of the transformation key are determined by Decree of GCCA
SR no. 300/2009 Coll.
The transformation of covariance matrices of spatial coordinates is performed accord-
ing to:

𝚺Bessel
C = R 𝚺ETRS

C R; (15)

2. The transformation of Cartesian coordinates from the Bessel 1841 ellipsoid to posi-
tional cartographic coordinates in the D-UTCN coordinate system (Krovak’s projec-
tion) consists of a sequence of generally known transformations:

©«
𝑋

𝑌

𝑍

ª®¬
Bessel

⇒ ©«
𝜑

_

ℎ

ª®¬
Bessel

⇒
(
𝑈

𝑉

)Gauss
⇒

(
𝑆

𝐷

)
⇒

(
𝑅

𝐷

)
⇒

(
𝑥

𝑦

)UTCN
, (16)

where: (𝑋 𝑌 𝑍)𝑇 – Cartesian coordinates on the Bessel ellipsoid;
(𝜑 _ ℎ)𝑇 – ellipsoidal coordinates and geodetic (ellipsoidal) height;
(𝑈 𝑉)𝑇 – spherical coordinates on a Gaussian sphere;
(𝑆 𝐷)𝑇 – cartographic coordinates;
(𝑅 𝐷)𝑇 – polar coordinates on the oblique cone surface;
(𝑥 𝑦)𝑇 – positional coordinates in the D-UTCN coordinate system.

Orthometric height 𝐻BVD in BVD-AA is determined from ellipsoidal height ℎ by
adding the height of the Digital Height Reference Model (DVRM). Transformations of
the relevant covariance matrices are performed according to Gasinec et al. (2019).
For points 𝐵 𝑗 from the transformation of their coordinates ĈETRS

Bj to coordinates
CUTCN(tr)

Bj , HBVD(tr)
Bj , we obtain data regarding coordinates as well as BVD-AA heights
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and their covariance structures in the D-UTCN and BVD-AA systems:

CUTCN(tr)
Bj
(10,1)

=

©«

𝐵1(𝑥1𝑦1)
𝐵2(𝑥2𝑦2)
𝐵3(𝑥3𝑦3)
𝐵4(𝑥4𝑦4)
𝐵5(𝑥5𝑦5)

ª®®®®®®¬
,

𝚺UTCN(tr)
CBj
(10,10)

=

©«

𝑠2
𝑥1 𝑠𝑥1𝑦1 𝑠𝑥1𝑥2 𝑠𝑦1𝑦2 ... ...

𝑠𝑦1𝑥1 𝑠2
𝑦1 𝑠𝑦2𝑦1 𝑠𝑦1𝑦2

𝑠2
𝑥2 𝑠𝑥2𝑦2

𝑠𝑦2𝑥2 𝑠2
𝑦2

...
. . .

...
. . .

𝑠2
𝑥5 𝑠𝑥5𝑦5

𝑠𝑦5𝑥5 𝑠2
𝑦5

ª®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®¬

,

(17)

HBVD(tr)
Bj
(5,1)

=

©«

𝐵1(𝐻1)
𝐵2(𝐻2)
𝐵3(𝐻3)
𝐵4(𝐻4)
𝐵5(𝐻5)

ª®®®®®®¬
,

𝚺BVD(tr)
HBj
(5,5)

=

©«

𝑠2
𝐻1 𝑠𝐻1𝐻2 . . . . . .

𝑠𝐻2𝐻1 𝑠2
𝐻2

...
. . .

...
. . .

𝑠2
𝐻5

ª®®®®®®®®®®®®®¬
.

(18)

Based on the proposed methods or the use of other suitable, verified transformations,
coordinates ĈETRS(𝑋,𝑌, 𝑍), as well as coordinates CUTCN(tr) (𝑥, 𝑦) and HBVD(tr)(𝐻 𝑗),
together with appropriate parameters of their quality, will be obtained for all points 𝐴𝑖 ,
𝐵 𝑗 in the LGN. With the obtained coordinates and height, points 𝐴𝑖 , 𝐵 𝑗 will provide
the quality of geodetic, planimetric, and vertical structure of the LGN and the reliable
geodetic implementation of building works.
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5. Results and discussion

At points 𝐴𝑖 (𝑖 = 1, 2, 3) and 𝐵 𝑗 ( 𝑗 = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) in the LGN (Fig. 1), observations
were realized by Leica GNSS receivers. Coordinates of the points 𝐴𝑖 fixed during the
processing of observations using the company software of GNSS receiver and the ap-
proximate reduced coordinates C◦ETRS_Red of LGN points were obtained (Table 1). By
subsequent processing using the GMMof full rank adjustment procedure, the estimates of
the complements of the adjusted reduced coordinates dĈ

ETRS_Red
(Table 1), together with

estimates of the adjusted, reduced coordinates ĈETRS_Red (Eq. (4)) of LGN points, were
obtained. The accuracy of the coordinate estimates sETRS_Red

Ĉ
were obtained as the square

root of the main diagonal of the covariance matrix sETRS_Red
Ĉ

= sqrt
(
diag𝚺ETRS_Red

Ĉ

)
(Eq. (12)) (Table 1).
Based on the results of processing, the visualization of LGN using the estimates

of adjusted coordinates ĈETRS_Red from the adjustment, was done. 3D ellipsoids based
on the corresponding covariance submatrices 𝚺ETRS_Red

Ĉ
of individual points (where

accuracies of coordinate estimates sETRS_Red
Ĉ

lie on their diagonals) plotted at the points
of LGN. The orientation of LGN visualization in the ETRS coordinate system is in a
general position (Fig. 1 vs. Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. 3D CR of reference existing points 𝐴𝑖 and newly established points 𝐵 𝑗 in ETRS
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Table 1. Estimates of reduced LGN parameters

Point
C

◦ETRS_Red dĈETRS_Red ĈETRS_Red sETRS_Red
Ĉ

(m) (mm) (m) (mm)

X 6968.7516 –1.39 6968.7502 0.58
𝐴1 Y 3728.4934 1.38 3728.4948 0.57

Z 3720.4321 1.22 3720.4333 0.41

X 6844.4725 1.36 6844.4739 0.55
𝐴2 Y 9171.0417 –1.34 9171.0402 0.53

Z 2162.8451 –1.39 2162.8437 0.58

X 9145.9863 –1.21 9145.9851 0.40
𝐴3 Y 8162.5368 1.41 8162.5383 0.60

Z 633.1741 –1.44 633.1727 0.63

X 7568.3825 1.69 7568.3842 2.01
𝐵1 Y 5379.9851 –2.25 5379.9828 2.57

Z 2640.7553 2.02 2640.7573 2.34

X 7086.3572 1.66 7086.3589 1.05
𝐵2 Y 6257.1481 –1.94 6257.1462 1.33

Z 2820.2208 1.89 2820.2227 1.28

X 7552.1627 2.37 7552.1651 2.69
𝐵3 Y 6672.8531 –1.81 6672.8513 2.13

Z 2299.2297 2.04 2299.2317 2.36

X 7932.6129 –1.72 7932.6112 1.11
𝐵4 Y 7161.4672 –1.58 7161.4656 0.97

Z 1878.2387 1.67 1878.2404 1.06

X 7774.4315 1.72 7774.4332 1.11
𝐵5 Y 5754.1288 1.95 5754.1307 1.34

Z 2352.7349 –1.89 2352.7330 1.28

The use of such a LGN in the risk area is widely used, especially for environmental
protection, population safety, asset and industrial protection, and the sustainable devel-
opment of human society.
When assessing points 𝐵 𝑗 , apart from the analytical assessment of the quality of their

confidence properties (shape, size, position), it is also suitable to apply their empirical
evaluation in the structure of the given point field. If GNSS observations are without
potential gross errors and outliers, the LSM provides the best results. Otherwise, robust
methods such as Robust M – estimates by Huber or Hampel (Labant et al., 2014) should
be used. In the given LGN (Fig. 4) points 𝐵1, 𝐵3 with their confidence conditions are
assessed visually together with appropriate mathematical criteria. Based on the accuracy
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of the point coordinates estimation (Table 1), it is evident that points 𝐵1 and 𝐵3 have the
lowest accuracy compared to the accuracies of other points.
To compare and evaluate the quality of the LGN points, a means spatial error on 𝑗-th

LGN point 𝑠3𝐷 𝑗 or average means spatial error of all LGN points 𝑠3𝐷 determined from
the main diagonal of the coordinate matrix of adjusted coordinates sETRS_Red

Ĉ
(Table 1)

in the general form can use:

𝑠3𝐷 𝑗 =
√︃
𝑠2
𝑋 𝑗

+ 𝑠2
𝑌 𝑗

+ 𝑠2
𝑍 𝑗

or 𝑠3𝐷 =

𝑏∑︁
𝑗=1

√︃
𝑠2
𝑋 𝑗

+ 𝑠2
𝑌 𝑗

+ 𝑠2
𝑍 𝑗

𝑏
, (19)

where 𝑏 is the number of points for calculating 𝑠3𝐷 .
The maximum mean spatial error is at point 𝐵3 and has a value of 𝑠3𝐷3 = 4.16 mm.

The average mean spatial error for reference (existing) points 𝐴𝑖 , 𝑖 = 1, 2, 3 is 𝑠3𝐷𝐴
=

0.95 mm, for all established LGN points 𝐵 𝑗 is 𝑠3𝐷𝐵
= 2.86 mm.

The use of LGN points 𝐵 𝑗 for deformation purposes must be verified by meeting the
condition of the mean coordinate error (root mean square error) = 2.5 mm, the value of
which is defined in the deformation analysis project. The mean coordinate error on 𝑗 − 𝑡ℎ

LGN point 𝑠𝑋𝑌 𝑍 𝑗 and the average mean coordinate error of all LGN points 𝑠𝑋𝑌 𝑍 are
determined by:

𝑠𝑋𝑌 𝑍 𝑗 =

√︄
𝑠2
𝑋 𝑗

+ 𝑠2
𝑌 𝑗

+ 𝑠2
𝑍 𝑗

3
=

𝑠3𝐷 𝑗√
3

or 𝑠𝑋𝑌 𝑍 =

𝑏∑︁
𝑗=1

𝑠𝑋𝑌 𝑍 𝑗

𝑏
. (20)

The maximum mean coordinate error is at point 𝐵3 and has a value of 2.40 mm.
Based on which it is possible to confirm that all established points 𝐵 𝑗 meet the condition
of serviceability < 2.5 mm for deformation purposes. The average mean coordinate
error for all reference points 𝐴𝑖 is 𝑠𝑋𝑌 𝑍𝐴

= 0.54 mm and for all establised points 𝐵 𝑗 is
𝑠𝑋𝑌 𝑍𝐵

= 1.65 mm.
The same conclusion is found in the statistical testing of the quality control of

the determination of the point coordinates estimation, i.e. that points 𝐵2, 𝐵4 and 𝐵5
determined with higher accuracy than points 𝐵1 and 𝐵3. The same conclusion about the
quality of LGN points represented by their visualization (Fig. 4), where the largest 3D
ellipsoids are visualized at points 𝐵1, 𝐵3. As all points meet the accuracy condition of
the points determination defined in the deformation project, they can be transformed into
D-UTCN and BVD-AA, according to the transformation procedure given in section 4.
For various reasons, some points may not meet this condition and cannot be used for
strain analysis. Then it is necessary to increase the accuracy of determining these points
by repeating the measurement of unsatisfactory points with a changed distribution of
satellites in orbit or by including new GNSS baseline vectors in the observation vector.
And then it is necessary to perform repeated LSM adjustments with updated input data.
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The transformation results of the LGN points from the 3D coordinate system ETRS
to the 2D coordinate system D-UTCN and vertical datum BVD-AA were reduced and
shown in Table 2. The visualization of the transformation results

(
CUTCN_Red(tr) and

HBVD_Red(tr)
)
in the D-UTCN coordinate system using standard error ellipses in the

cartographic plane of the Krovak’s projection and in the BVD-AA vertical system using
standard deviations of normal (Molodensky’s) heights (Fig. 5).

Table 2. Transformed reduced coordinates of points of LGN in D-UTCN and heights in BVD-AA

Point
CUTCN_Red(tr) sUTCN

C HBVD_Red(tr) sBVD
H

(m) (mm) (m) (mm)

𝐴1
x 4907.178 0.51

251.578 0.58
y 5566.003 0.53

𝐴2
x 7566.330 0.49

307.098 0.60
y 568.010 0.56

𝐴3
x 9826.963 0.46

330.368 0.65
y 2449.545 0.55

𝐵1
x 6549.098 2.22

203.218 2.41
y 4319.669 2.49

𝐵2
x 6378.651 1.11

251.791 1.29
y 3318.519 1.26

𝐵3
x 7171.098 2.55

245.928 2.39
y 3136.767 2.19

𝐵4
x 7862.403 1.09

280.319 1.11
y 2851.314 1.01

𝐵5
x 6997.614 1.18

202.861 1.34
y 4066.357 1.30

All LGN points 𝐵 𝑗 can suitably use for very precise geodetic activities. For exam-
ple, geodetic monitoring of the stability of populated area for population security and
property protection (Kukucka, 2013), geodetic monitoring of the stability of building
structure to protect the environment, property, and industry (Labant, 2013; Labant et
al., 2014), deformation monitoring of the stability of industrial zones for the long-term
sustainable development of human society and the prevention of its devastation (Kolcun
and Sutti, 2000; Tzenkov and Gospodinov, 2003). From long-term geodetic monitoring
using analyses and forecasts, it is possible to predict the future stability or instability
development of the already monitored area, building site, or industrial zones.
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Fig. 5. Standard error ellipses and standard deviations of existing reference points 𝐴𝑖 and newly established
points 𝐵 𝑗 in D-UTCN and BVD-AA

6. Conclusions

The submitted manuscript concerns the necessary geodetic practice with various tasks,
intentions, and objectives for building or subsequent observation of various objects and
areas in LS. Long-term monitoring provides high-quality outputs that are important for
environmental protection, population safety, and human society’s sustainable develop-
ment. For the implementation of such tasks and objectives across SR, in various locations,
it is possible to establish and use the required survey control points with coordinates from
both coordinate systems: CUTCN(𝑥, 𝑦), HBVD(𝐻), and also CETRS(𝑋,𝑌, 𝑍). The com-
mon objective is to add the necessary geodetic points into the existing LGN. These new
points are essential regarding the required quality of building work.
This manuscript includes the necessary preconditions and methods so that the im-

plementation of geodetic objectives and steps in a given LS will provide the creation of
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required and suitable point fields in the ETRS and D-UTCN with precision coordinate
estimates, and in the BVD-AA with appropriate heights.
In this study based on GNSS observations at LGN points, the coordinates estimate

of newly established points 𝐵 𝑗 were determined using LSM adjustment. Based on the
accuracy of the coordinate estimate, the mean coordinate error was determined for each
established point 𝐵 𝑗 . All points have met the condition defined in the project and are
applicable for the purposes defined in the project. Subsequently, the coordinates were
transformed into the national systems D-UTCN and BVD-AA.
The results of deformation analysis can provide decisive conclusions. Early signaling

can inform of impending dangers that may impact the reduction of economic damage
and the increase of human safety, the stability of sustainable social development, and
environmental protection. The population will feel much safer in the monitored area.
Early detection of imminent dangers will prevent a natural disaster with losses on human
life, damage to property, and environmental devastation. These effects have an impact on
the environmental, economic, and social pillars of the sustainable development of human
society.
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